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TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES REV UP AND SPRINT INTO ACTION
GOING BEYOND TRADITIONAL VEHICLE PLAY

PARIS - EL SEGUNDO, 09.12.2015, 08:07 Time

USPA NEWS - Playmates Toys announced on December 8, the launch of T-Sprints, an innovative new figure and wheels play pattern
that goes beyond traditional vehicle play, available first at Toys 'R4' Us stores nationwide for the month of December,...

Playmates Toys announced on December 8, the launch of T-Sprints, an innovative new figure and wheels play pattern that goes
beyond traditional vehicle play, available first at Toys 'R4' Us stores nationwide for the month of December and rolling out to additional
retailers beginning in January. The highly stylized figures, which capture the personalities of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, each
come with a different vehicle and feature a unique flywheel so kids can rev and send them sprinting into action. 

The mighty, motorized micro T-Sprints can quickly take off on wild adventures--just rev, drop and go! With the figure powering the
vehicle, T-Sprints figures can be revved, dropped into a vehicle shell and sent racing into action! Kids can collect all of the T-Sprints
figures and vehicles including Lickety Split Leo with Shellraiser, Mad Motion Mikey with Party Van, Rapid Assault Raph with Stealth
Bike, Dasher Donnie with Patrol Buggy, and Supersonic Shredder with Shreddermobile.
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